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1. Cross-sectoral working group on  
political criteria

The COVID-19 pandemic is challenging the current global order while establishing a new geopolitical reality in 
Europe. This also relates to Serbia and the entire region of the Western Balkans, surrounded by member states 
of the European Union. It is still impossible to measure economic and social losses, but it is realistic to expect 
that Serbia and the countries from the region will suffer severe consequences. Since the beginning of the crisis, 
decision-makers in Serbia led a kind of campaign aimed at reducing the credibility of the EU in Serbia, diverted 
attention from inadequate preparedness of the health system, untimely and delayed responses to the risk of the 
pandemic, and want justify the existing pragmatic approach to foreign policy namely “sitting on more chairs.”

The continuous deterioration of the EU’s image during the crisis began when the President of Serbia addressed 
the public on March 15, 2020, when the state of emergency was announced. The president stated that Euro-
pean solidarity does not exist and that it has always been just a fairy tale. The reason for such a statement was 
the adoption of a regulation by the European Commission to introduce restrictions on the export of protective 
medical equipment outside the EU. Due to that regulation, Serbia did not have the opportunity to purchase 
medical equipment from the single European market in the first six weeks of the crisis1.

Such a statement is not an isolated and hasty emotional reaction. During the state of emergency, there was a 
noticeable campaign of continuous diminution of the importance of EU assistance’s. However, compared to oth-
er global actors, the EU allocated more funds to help Serbia during the pandemic. Since 2000, it was the largest 
donor in Serbia with a significant contribution to the health sector2.

Since the beginning of the crisis, the EU diverted 94 million euros of existing IPA II funds to support the health 
system and overcome the socio-economic consequences of the pandemics3. Besides, Serbia has access to the 
EU Solidarity Fund, used in 2014 to mend the effects of catastrophic floods. Serbia also has access to technical 
assistance and information exchange through the European Center for Disease Control and Prevention. Howev-
er, the attention of Serbian officials and the media was primarily focused on the aid that Serbia received from 
China and Russia, although it remains unknown to the public which part of the aid is a donation, and what we 
paid for (and under what conditions)4. 

Such a narrative of the authorities will probably affect the citizens’ mood and the public support of Serbia’s 
membership in the EU. As the European Policy Center (CEP) warned, the evidence strongly suggests that the 
current lack of a credible commitment to EU membership is primarily the result of Serbian officials’ actions 
and not influenced by external factors such as China5. The virtual summit of EU and Western Balkan leaders 
was held on May 6, 2020, reaffirming the “European perspective” of the region. The summit was supposed 
to be committed to strengthening EU economic cooperation with the Western Balkans countries. Instead, 
it was devoted to strengthening unity and solidarity at the time of the COVID-19. The EU has confirmed its 
determination to support the economy and the social transformation of the region, and at the same time 

1.1 Relations between Serbia and the EU during the State of Emergency
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expressed the expectation that the countries of the Western Balkans will respect European values   and princi-
ples and implement the necessary reforms. It was emphasized that European aid would be directly linked to 
tangible results in the rule of law, socio-economic reforms, and respect for EU values, rules, and standards. 
An extensive economic and investment plan for the region has also been announced. It will be introduced in 
the early fall of 20206.

Democracy during the state of emergency was characterized by restrictive measures that contributed to further 
polarization of the political scene and society in Serbia. During the state of emergency, the disproportionate 
application of restrictive measures was noticed. It related to citizens’ rights and freedoms, freedom of the me-
dia, freedom of expression, and courts (more on these topics in the rule of law report). In line with the state of 
emergency, the election campaign was suspended. During the state of emergency, opposition parties, political 
movements, and civil society organizations, were almost entirely excluded from media8. The decision to suspend 
the National Assembly’s functioning during the pandemic led to further loss of importance of the institution, 
which should be an expression of Serbia’s democratic sovereignty. This reaffirmed the inappropriate influence 
of the executive power on the work of the National Assembly.

Invited by the opposition’s political movements and parties, some Serbian citizens expressed dissatisfaction 
with the restrictive measures, using noise every day from 8:05 PM. This peaceful protest led to an organized and 
risky counter-protest organized by a non-governmental organization, which, according to available data, mainly 
supports the ruling coalition’s policy and is funded from public funds9. Unlike the citizens’ spontaneous protest, 
this counter-protest had the characteristics of a planned, organized, logistically secured political campaign that 
primarily aimed at spreading intolerance towards certain political leaders from the opposition. The performance 
of representatives of the alleged NGO had the characteristics of right-wing, nationalist, and populist movements 
that spread fear and hatred using similar methods. In this way, this campaign significantly contributed to a sense 
of more profound political division within Serbian society.

According to Freedom House’s regular report, “States in Transition,” the state of democracy deteriorated. Serbia 
was classified in a lower category of the so-called hybrid regimes10 from the category of partially consolidated 
democracies. In this regard, groups of CSOs and members of the National Convention have publicly called on the 
Government of Serbia to take these assessments seriously and make an effort to provide the conditions for the 
advancement of democracy and freedom of the country’s media. Simultaneously, the European Union and its 

1.2 Democracy

6 Zagreb declaration, May 6, 2020, available at: https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/43776/zagreb-declaration-en-06052020.pdf 
7 https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/near/files/enlargement-methodology_en.pdf 
8 https://crta.rs/u-vanrednom-stanju-vlast-apsolutno-dominantna-na-televizijama-s-nacionalnom-pokrivenoscu 
9 https://www.danas.rs/politika/ko-su-organizatori-bakljade-u-znak-podrske-sns-u/
10 https://freedomhouse.org/country/serbia/nations-transit/2020

Recommendation:
• Despite their declarative commitment to the EU accession process, Serbian officials use inappropri-

ate qualifications in their public appearances. These cast doubt on how much and whether Serbia is 
genuinely determined to become a member of the European Union. We invite Serbian officials not to 
send messages that may have negative consequences on the mood of the domestic public towards the 
process of European integration, but also the public and political actors in the member states who will 
decide on Serbia’s accession to the Union;

• It is necessary to make internal changes, essential to Serbia’s accession to the EU. In that sense, it is 
necessary to appoint the Head of the Negotiating Team and establish a functional and logical system 
of coordination of the accession process, respecting the essence of the Communication on improving 
the process of accession to the European Union (“New Methodology”)7

• We propose that Serbia accept the application of the New Methodology for EU Accession and demon-
strate readiness to fulfill all its obligations within the process to benefit its citizens. In that way, Serbia 
will show its sincere commitment to the necessary changes and prove its credibility.

https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/43776/zagreb-declaration-en-06052020.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/near/files/enlargement-methodology_en.pdf
https://crta.rs/u-vanrednom-stanju-vlast-apsolutno-dominantna-na-televizijama-s-nacionalnom-pokrivenoscu
https://www.danas.rs/politika/ko-su-organizatori-bakljade-u-znak-podrske-sns-u/
https://freedomhouse.org/country/serbia/nations-transit/2020
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members are called upon to adequately recognize the importance of these problems is key to the continuation 
of the European integration process11.

Civil society organizations will continue to closely monitor worrying trends in Serbia, and inform the public so 
that the process of European integration does not become a form without essence and to ensure its credibil-
ity. The process of the EU enlargement is based on mutual responsibility, and that is why we expect from the 
European Union and the member states to seriously refer to the problems regarding the state of democracy in 
the negotiations on Serbia’s membership. Without democratic transformation and without ensuring respect for 
democratic principles and values, the rule of law and freedom of the media, membership in the European Union 
cannot be of high quality and sustainable.

   Recommendation:
• We call on all political actors to responsibly look at the current state of the political system in Serbia and 

to make an effort to provide conditions for a comprehensive dialogue on the promotion of democracy, 
democratic institutions, and the rule of law in Serbia, as well as respect for the principle of separation 
of powers prescribed by the Constitution;

• During the state of emergency, elements of the phenomenon of the “captive state” (strengthening polit-
ical power through regulatory changes, removing the boundaries of the separation of power into legis-
lative, executive, and judicial, increased influence of politics on the system of security services) became 
even more present. It is an essential and structural danger for Serbia and its citizens. Further collapse of 
the state and political system can be prevented only by honest and open social dialogue, which would 
involve all relevant social actors. It is necessary that the government, as the most responsible for this 
situation, accept reality and organize a dialogue on the future of democracy in Serbia, preventing possi-
ble disastrous and long-term consequences for the state and society.

The importance of the National Assembly and the way it performs the constitutional tasks deteriorated for a 
long time. The introduction of the state of emergency led to further degradation of the role of the National As-
sembly. The pandemic was used to obstruct its work. The National Assembly is prevented from performing its 
duty to introduce the state of emergency following Article 200, 1-4, of the Constitution. Article 200.5 provides 
that if the National Assembly is unable to hold sessions, a state of emergency may be imposed jointly by the 
President of the Republic of Serbia, the President of the National Assembly, and the Prime Minister. Since the 
Decision on the introduction of the state of emergency does not have an elaboration, it is impossible to judge 
the reasons for the impossibility to call for the Assembly’s meeting12.

Bearing in mind that Article 244 of the Rules of Procedure allows the President of the Assembly to determine the 
place of the session in the case of war or state of emergency, there is no obstacle for the National Assembly to 
meet in another venue suitable for the nature of the challenges that Serbia faced during the COVID-19 pandemic13.

The reason for preventing the Assembly from meeting after March 11 was found in adopting the Decision from the 
Government14 accompanied by the order of the Minister of Health15 on the prohibition of gathering in public places 
indoors for more than 100 people16. In this case, we have a situation that the executive power’s Decision, without 

1.3 National Assembly and Separation of Power

11 https://europeanwesternbalkans.rs/organizacije-civilnog-drustva-pozivaju-vladu-da-pokrene-dijalog-o-stanju-demokratije/ 
12 Official Gazette, number 29/2020 from March 15, 2020: https://www.propisi.net/odluka-o-proglasenju-vanrednog-stanja/   
13 For example, the same ban on gathering up to 100 people was introduced in the Netherlands. The Dutch Parliament has 150 mem-
     bers and they held sessions with 100 deputies each (which is two thirds of deputies). Therefore, the measures were applied, but 
     with minimal disruption the work of parliament as the highest legislative body. Similar bans on gatherings were passed in other 
     countries, so parliaments continued to work. A ban on gathering more than five people has been introduced in Croatia. The Parlia-
     ment continued its work, with a maximum of 30 deputies present (2 per parliamentary group), sessions of parliamentary commit-
     tees were held online, in order to maintain the distance among MPs, sessions were held in appropriate rooms (hotel halls)
14 https://www.srbija.gov.rs/vest/450366/vlada-donela-nove-mere-u-cilju-suzbijanja-koronavirusa.php 
15 Order number 512-02-9/1/2020-01
16 https://www.srbija.gov.rs/vest/450366/vlada-donela-nove-mere-u-cilju-suzbijanja-koronavirusa.php 
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declaring a state of emergency, actually disabled the work of the legislative power in Serbia. A group of MPs sent 
a request to the President of the National Assembly for convening a session of the Assembly. In her response from 
March 23, the President Ms. Maja Gojković justified the problem by this precise Decision, i.e., referring to the “ex-
isting epidemiological situation and the recommendation not to convene or hold rallies that involve more than 50 
people”17. It can be noticed that this is a recommendation which, by its nature, is an order. This further indicates 
the lack of justification for making the Decision on the introduction of the state of emergency.

While the National Assembly in Serbia could not meet due to the Government’s decision, followed by the Minis-
ter of Health order banning the gathering of over 100 people indoors18, schools and colleges were still working. 
Those were closed only after the imposition of a state of emergency on March 1519. So they worked for three days 
after the ban on the gathering of more than 100 people was introduced20. On March 15, the Government reduced 
the number of people allowed to gather in closed space from 100 to 5021. As an interesting event in Serbia’s fight 
against the pandemic, it will be noted that the authorities first closed the National Assembly, then the schools, and 
finally, the casinos, which were closed only on April 122.

OECD analysis on the example of 23 European countries shows that in all OECD members coming from Europe, 
the parliaments at least participated in the decision to impose a state of emergency, after which they would stop 
meeting. Still, they did continue to monitor the Government’s work, and in almost all countries, parliaments did 
their job even during the state of emergency. The European Movement in Serbia created an infographic23 based on 
OECD data showing how the countries reacted, with the Parliament of the Slovak Republic starting to work in the 
meantime after publishing the infographics.

It can be concluded that the National Assembly’s inability to perform its constitutional duties is done intentionally 
and not due to the COVID-19. In the 21st century, it is possible to use new technologies to ensure the work of the 
legislative power of the Republic of Serbia (Belgrade municipality of Zvezdara held an electronic session on April 
13, 2020)24.

After it was decided that the Assembly would meet again, the President of the Republic announced the session, 
and not the President of the National Assembly, although that is exclusively her competence. At this point, the 
question arises, why the Assembly could meet on April 28, but it was not allowed to do so in mid-March to declare 
a state of emergency.

On May 21, the Constitutional Court of Serbia rejected all initiatives submitted to assess the constitutionality of 
the introduction of the state of emergency without entering into a meritorious decision on the constitutionality 
of the manner of introducing the state of emergency. This further deepened doubts about the functioning of the 
democratic institutions of the Republic of Serbia, the system of democratic control, and separation of powers.

On April 24, the Government of Serbia adopted the Regulation on the Change of General Revenues and Incomes, 
Expenditures and Budget Expenses of the Republic of Serbia for 2020 to eliminate the harmful consequences of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. This Regulation is the rebalance of the Budget of Serbia for the year 2020. Since the National 
Assembly could meet on April 28, it is not clear why the Assembly does not adopt the rebalance in the regular legis-
lative procedure in the form of a law. There is a necessary majority for adoption. To legalize the Regulation through 
the Law together with 43 other regulations passed during the state of emergency, is a way to avoid the debate 
on the budget and the continuation of the policy from 2017 and 2018, when the Assembly adopted the budgets 

17 https://dostajebilo.rs/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Odgovor-Maje-Gojkovic.pdf 
18 Order number 512-02-9/1/2020-01
19 http://www.pravno-informacioni-sistem.rs/SlGlasnikPortal/eli/rep/sgrs/predsednik/odluka/2020/29/1/reg 
20 On March 13, the Minister of Education, Šarčević, warned the principals who closed schools in the period after March 11, and be-
      fore the introduction of the state of emergency, not to do it on their own initiative.
21 https://www.blic.rs/vesti/drustvo/nove-mere-vlade-srbije-zabranjena-okupljanja-vise-od-50-ljudi/hbmwd4g 
22 Decision on the restriction of organizing games of chance, “Official Gazette of RS”, no. 49/2020 of 1.4.2020. 
23 http://www.emins.org/infografike/ 
24 Municipality of Zvezdara: https://zvezdara.rs/%d0%bf%d0%be-%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%b2%d0%b8-%d0%bf%d1%83%d1%82-%d1
      %83%d0%b8%d1%81%d1%82%d0%be%d1%80%d0%b8%d1%98%d0%b8d0%be%d0%bf%d1%88%d1%82%d0%b8%d0%bd%d0%b5
      -%d0%b7%d0%b2%d0%b5%d0%b7%d0%b4%d0%b0%d1%80/?0=lat

https://dostajebilo.rs/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Odgovor-Maje-Gojkovic.pdf
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https://www.blic.rs/vesti/drustvo/nove-mere-vlade-srbije-zabranjena-okupljanja-vise-od-50-ljudi/hbmwd4g
https://zvezdara.rs/%d0%bf%d0%be-%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%b2%d0%b8-%d0%bf%d1%83%d1%82-%d1%83%d0%b8%d1%81%d1%82%d0%be%d1%80%d0%b8%d1%98%d0%b8d0%be%d0%bf%d1%88%d1%82%d0%b8%d0%bd%d0%b5-%d0%b7%d0%b2%d0%b5%d0%b7%d0%b4%d0%b0%d1%80/?0=lat
https://zvezdara.rs/%d0%bf%d0%be-%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%b2%d0%b8-%d0%bf%d1%83%d1%82-%d1%83%d0%b8%d1%81%d1%82%d0%be%d1%80%d0%b8%d1%98%d0%b8d0%be%d0%bf%d1%88%d1%82%d0%b8%d0%bd%d0%b5-%d0%b7%d0%b2%d0%b5%d0%b7%d0%b4%d0%b0%d1%80/?0=lat
https://zvezdara.rs/%d0%bf%d0%be-%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%b2%d0%b8-%d0%bf%d1%83%d1%82-%d1%83%d0%b8%d1%81%d1%82%d0%be%d1%80%d0%b8%d1%98%d0%b8d0%be%d0%bf%d1%88%d1%82%d0%b8%d0%bd%d0%b5-%d0%b7%d0%b2%d0%b5%d0%b7%d0%b4%d0%b0%d1%80/?0=lat
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without discussion followed by submission of 300 meaningless amendments by the ruling majority. During the 
adoption of the Law on Confirmation of Regulations passed by the Government with the President’s co-signature 
during the state of emergency, the content of individual regulations is not discussed, changes would not even be 
possible as it is a law on the confirmation. Also, the question arises whether the legalization of the Decree on the 
budget rebalance is the real reason why the Assembly could meet at the end of April.

   Recommendation:
• We propose that following its role defined by the Constitution of the Republic of Serbia, the National 

Assembly organizes a public hearing regarding actions of the state bodies and organizations during the 
state of emergency. This hearing should provide space for dialogue and for different attitudes based on 
which specific guidelines would be adopted for the improvement of the existing regulatory and institu-
tional framework for dealing with possible future emergencies;

• We call on the National Assembly to pay attention to and consider the numerous reports of credible 
domestic and international organizations noting certain shortcomings in its work and call into question 
respect for the democratic principle of separation of powers in the Republic of Serbia.

Election process 

The state of emergency due to the COVID-19 pandemic, was proclaimed on Sunday March 15, 2020. Over the 
weeks restrictive measures were introduced and gradually reinforced during March and the first half of April. Due 
to the state of emergency, the Republic Electoral Commission adopted the Decision on the termination of all elec-
tion activities for deputies of the National Assembly, announced for April 26, 2020, by which all election activities 
have been suspended until the end of the Decision on Declaring a State of Emergency25. After the lifting of the 
state of emergency, on May 11, 2020, the Republic Electoral Commission decided on the continuation of election 
activities in the election procedure for deputies of the National Assembly of the Republic of Serbia26. On the same 
day, the Provincial Election Commission passed a Decision on the continuation of election activities in the election 
procedure for the Assembly of AP Vojvodina’s deputies27. The date of the parliamentary, provincial, and local elec-
tions has been adjusted for the remaining number of days remaining for the election campaign from the moment 
of declaring a state of emergency on June 21, 2020.

Representation of political parties in the media 

During the state of emergency, access to media with a national frequency was monopolized by representatives of 
the ruling coalition. The political content of televisions with a national frequency from the beginning of the crisis 
was dedicated exclusively to the ruling majority representatives28. In the second half of March, as much as 99 
percent of TV programs, whether they were news programs, addresses of political actors, regular and emergency 
programs related to the pandemic, were reserved for government officials.

After the declaration of the state of emergency, the ruling majority had most of the media coverage on televisions 
with national frequencies, i.e., programs that are available to all citizens of Serbia.

• Specifically, from March 4 to 15th - the ruling parties had 91% of media coverage in prime time. The 
opposition that decided to boycott the elections had 4% coverage, and the rest of the opposition had 
slightly more.

1.4 Elections

25 https://www.rik.parlament.gov.rs/vest/2624/123-sednica-republicke-izborne-komisije.php
26 https://www.rik.parlament.gov.rs/vest/sr/2645/124-sednica-republicke-izborne-komisije.php 
27 http://pik.skupstinavojvodine.gov.rs/docs/2020Resenj%D0%B5onastavku.pdf
28 According to the analysis of media content conducted by the organization Crta in the period from March 4 to April 17. The media 
     monitoring conducted by Crta refers to five televisions with national coverage and their program in “prime time” - from 5.30 pm to 
     midnight. The focus was on the content in which the political actors are, either subjects - when they appear as a guest or are an “ob-
     ject” - when someone else mentions them or talks about them. The results that Crta received refer to RTS1, TV Pink, TV Prva, TV 
     Happy and TV B92. https://www.istinomer.rs/analize/za-vlast-rezervisano-99-odsto-tv-programa/

https://www.rik.parlament.gov.rs/vest/2624/123-sednica-republicke-izborne-komisije.php
https://www.rik.parlament.gov.rs/vest/sr/2645/124-sednica-republicke-izborne-komisije.php
http://pik.skupstinavojvodine.gov.rs/docs/2020Resenj%D0%B5onastavku.pdf
https://www.istinomer.rs/analize/za-vlast-rezervisano-99-odsto-tv-programa/
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• In the period from March 16 to 31th, the ruling party dominated and took 99 % of the time on televi-
sions that broadcasted programs involving politicians. Meanwhile, the opposition which boycotted the 
elections accounted for 0.5%, the same as the rest of the opposition.

• From April 1 to 17th, the situation is slightly more diverse. The ruling party takes up 92% of the time. The 
opposition, which is in favor of the boycott, had 2%, and the remaining opposition 5%.

During the state of emergency, the politicians dominantly present in the media were the Serbian President Alek-
sandar Vučić and Prime Minister Ana Brnabić. The two of them appeared more often in the second half of March, 
compared to the first two weeks. Only at the beginning of April, the Minister of Health, Zlatibor Lončar, began to 
address the public more often as well as the Minister of Finance, Siniša Mali; Minister of the Interior, Nebojsa Ste-
fanović; Minister Defense, Aleksandar Vulin, and the Minister of Labor, Employment, Veterans and Social Affairs, 
Zoran Đorđević.

As for the tone of the media content related to political actors, most of the content in which members of the ruling 
party appeared were either neutral or positively inclined towards the ruling majority. When it comes to the oppo-
sition that boycotts the elections, reporting was mostly negative.

   Recommendation:
• We call on all political parties and organizations to abstain from the campaign of intimidating the citi-

zens during the continuation of the election campaign, regardless if they decided to participate or boy-
cott the elections. Freedom of choice is guaranteed by the constitution and as such must be respected. 
Furthermore, they should abstain from encouraging intolerance, making threats as well as verbal and 
physical aggression towards opponents;

• Fair and free elections imply that all participants have equal conditions for conducting the pre-election 
campaigns to give citizens the opportunity to decide to vote without pressure. Therefore, it is necessary 
to ensure equal representation of all relevant political actors in the media with the national frequency.

• Referring to the importance of constructive inter-party dialogue, as well as the fact that the dialogue 
was originally initiated by civil society organizations, we invite representatives of the ruling coalition to 
ensure conditions for the implementation of the agreements reached within the dialogue on electoral 
conditions mediated by representatives of the European Parliament;

• We call on all relevant political actors to comply with the resulting commitments from the inter-party 
dialogue. Also, they need to approach drafting regulations related to changes in the electoral system 
which will provide the necessary regulatory, procedural, and institutional preconditions for holding fair 
and free elections and establishing a direct link between citizens and their political representative in the 
National Assembly.

During the state of emergency, civil society organizations (CSOs) faced many difficulties that hindered their work, 
but at the same time made a significant contribution to overcoming the consequences of this crisis. In addition 
to the objective obstacles all citizens faced, the insufficiently responsible relationship between the state and local 
self-governments29 in some cases jeopardized the activities of many CSOs and their beneficiaries. At the same time, 
the Government Office for Cooperation with Civil Society invited local self-governments to include civil society or-
ganizations in activities aimed at mitigating the consequences of the crisis through partnership.

Before this announcement, members of the National Convention on the European Union made a similar appeal. 
They emphasized the importance of the role of civil society organizations in the protection of the most vulnerable 
social groups and called on local self-government to support them in the implementation of these activities during 
the state of emergency30.

1.5 The Position of the Civil Society

29 https://bit.ly/3h3qGMM 
30 https://www.dijalog.net/nkeu-civilno-drustvo-prepoznati-kao-partnera-u-zastiti-najosetljivijih-drustvenih-grupa-u-uslovima-vanred-
      nog-stanja/ 

https://bit.ly/3h3qGMM
https://www.dijalog.net/nkeu-civilno-drustvo-prepoznati-kao-partnera-u-zastiti-najosetljivijih-drustvenih-grupa-u-uslovima-vanrednog-stanja/
https://www.dijalog.net/nkeu-civilno-drustvo-prepoznati-kao-partnera-u-zastiti-najosetljivijih-drustvenih-grupa-u-uslovima-vanrednog-stanja/
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However, some cases provoked fierce reactions from the civil sector. In the city of Bor, local crisis response head-
quarters adopted an order31 stating that all associations of citizens and volunteers should put all their human 
resources at disposal to help the oldest citizens in delivering food and medicine. After the media reported on this 
case, the order changed into a recommendation32. In addition to demonstrating ignorance of the institutional 
framework for local self-government’s actions during a state of emergency, this case indicates that there is a mis-
understanding of the role of the civil society organizations, their capabilities, and resources.

On the other hand, during the state of emergency, the so-called GONGO organizations were also active. They aim 
to discredit civil society organizations while serving as a shield for the government to fight its political opponents. 
An example is an organization named “Association for the Protection of Youth”33. This is the alleged organizer of 
the actions such as releasing offensive messages from the loudspeakers and organizing activation of pyrotechnic 
devices on the roofs of buildings across Serbia. It was their response to citizens pounding in pots to express dissat-
isfaction with the way the government led the country during the crisis. At the same time, another GONGO orga-
nization “Council for Monitoring, Human Rights and the Fight against Corruption Transparency”34 reacted to the 
arrest of Ana Lalić, journalists of the Nova.rs portal. The organization warned the editors-in-chief of the obligation 
to comply with legal regulations, to refrain from transmitting information from an unnamed source, as well as to 
have an understanding of the Government’s moves “due to the difficult situation caused by the COVID-19”. The 
main goal of this statement was to relativize the problem of persecution of some journalists and thus alleviate the 
revolt of the domestic and international public caused by the arrest of Ana Lalić.

It is essential to monitor the activities of GONGO organizations and identify them in different processes, given their 
noticeable role in creating a parallel reality and publicly discrediting credible civil society organizations that are not 
in favor of certain moves of the authorities.

With this in mind, there is concern among civil society organizations and a reasonable risk that CSOs will face the 
consequences of the intensive violation of the principle of separation of powers and the collapse of institutions 
during the state of emergency. This is especially problematic because the space for civic action in Serbia significant-
ly narrowed even before its introduction.

CSO Capacities during the Crisis

Immediately after the declaration of the state of emergency, Civic initiatives established a regular assessment sys-
tem for the needs of the civil society organizations35. The system is updated weekly by providing relevant informa-
tion on civil society activities, especially at the local level.

Following the Government’s recommendations, most of the CSOs have officially introduced working remotely 
during the state of emergency. As a result, organizations have improved their capacity to use a variety of online 
platforms and other tools to stay in touch with their partners and users. Some CSOs continued to carry out activi-
ties on the ground, aimed at reinforcing the humanitarian needs of the most vulnerable groups in local communi-
ties. The reports identify two main types of activities during the state of emergency:

• Humanitarian activities aimed at meeting the needs of various vulnerable groups. These organizations 
took a significant part of the burden of direct social protection in the field, as the government’s focus 
shifted to supporting health institutions. During the state of emergency, they faced various difficulties 
(lack of staff, protective equipment, resources), and especially the lack of coordination with local emer-
gency headquarters.

• Monitoring the activities of various aspects of the state of emergency. These organizations focused on 
various (thematic) aspects of the state of emergency following their main field of action, monitoring the 
reactions of the authorities at both national and local levels. They faced a lack of information, transpar-
ency of the work of institutions during the state of emergency, and their coordination.

31 http://www.bgcentar.org.rs/gradski-stab-za-vanredne-situacije-u-boru-protivustavno-i-protivzakonito-ogranicava-ljudska-prava/
32 https://koms.rs/vesti/naredba-gradskog-staba-za-vanredne-situacije-grada-bora-preinacena-u-preporuku/ 
33 https://koms.rs/saopstenja/ 
34 https://www.gradjanske.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Tri-slobode-pod-lupom-31.mart-02.-april.pdf 
35 https://www.gradjanske.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Tri-slobode-pod-lupom-31.mart-02.-april.pdf 

http://www.bgcentar.org.rs/gradski-stab-za-vanredne-situacije-u-boru-protivustavno-i-protivzakonito-ogranicava-ljudska-prava/
https://koms.rs/vesti/naredba-gradskog-staba-za-vanredne-situacije-grada-bora-preinacena-u-preporuku/
https://koms.rs/saopstenja/
https://www.gradjanske.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Tri-slobode-pod-lupom-31.mart-02.-april.pdf
https://www.gradjanske.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Tri-slobode-pod-lupom-31.mart-02.-april.pdf
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Civil Society Organizations Participation in State Aid Measures Intended to Mitigate the Consequences  
of the Pandemics

Civil society organizations are recognized partly as beneficiaries of direct benefits under state aid measures under 
the Regulation on Fiscal Benefits and Direct Benefits to Business Entities during Extraordinary conditions36 under 
the same conditions as other legal entities. When it comes to the exemption from value-added tax on goods and 
services for donations (primarily food and consumer goods), the Regulation in Article 14 states if taxpayers make 
goods and services available to the Ministry of Health, the National Health Insurance Fund, and publicly owned 
health institutions free of charge, they are to be exempt from VAT. In this way, efforts of numerous civil society orga-
nizations were not recognized when it comes to responding to the urgent humanitarian needs of the most vulnera-
ble social groups that needed support during the state of emergency and the worsening epidemiological situation.

Charity Coalition, Food Bank - Belgrade, Civic Initiatives, and NALED submitted a related proposal to the Prime 
Ministers and the Ministries of Finance and Agriculture. The proposal asked to extend the measure of exemption 
from VAT on goods and services37 for all donations, primarily food and consumer goods, to create more favorable 
conditions for social support to the vulnerable categories of the population.

The state ignored the proposal of civil society organizations and reaffirmed the lack of understanding of the role of 
these organizations. This is the case especially regarding the protection of the most endangered social groups, even 
though CSOs are recognized in the Law on Associations and the Law on Endowments and Foundations. In addition 
to the fact that Serbia has one of the least stimulating institutional frameworks for financing CSOs in the region, this 
attitude of the decision-makers demonstrated a lack of political will to improve conditions for the development of 
philanthropy. More detailed recommendations are given in the part of the report related to the reduction of the 
scope of supporting civil society.

State financing and co-financing of activities of civil society organizations in areas of public interest

After the declaration of the state of emergency, the Government Office for Cooperation with Civil Society tempo-
rarily suspended a tender intended for CSOs to co-finance projects partly funded by the EU. This is the only tender 
for the co-financing of EU38 projects implemented by civil society organizations in Serbia. According to the reports 
of the Civic Initiatives “Three Freedoms under the Magnifying Glass”39, a similar thing happened with the call for 
applications of the Ministry of Culture and Information (for media and associations), the Provincial Secretariat 
for Information, and the City Secretariat for Culture of the City of Belgrade. All of those were canceled in various 
phases, which further endangered the position of interested associations and the media, especially at the local 
level. Civic initiatives are currently conducting a more detailed analysis of the actions of state administration and 
local self-governments in this area, to consider the consequences of the state of emergency on financing.

It is worrying that there are informal announcements of reduction of the budget funds intended for financing the 
activities of civil society organizations by the end of the year. It is necessary to ensure that the planned amounts 
are not reduced, and the programming of priority areas of public interest for funding is done in a broad consulta-
tive process including civil society organizations. This will take into account the real needs of citizens in the context 
of mitigating the effects of the crisis, given the activities of civil society during the previous period. The European 
Commission pays attention to transparent and effective state funding of civil society organizations, and this area 
is part of every annual progress report. Every annual progress report mentions the need for further improvement 
in this area.

Provision of Social Services

According to the data from the System for monitoring managed by Civic Initiatives, a large number of organizations 
that provide various services to vulnerable social groups continued to operate, although in difficult circumstances. 
However, there were difficulties in obtaining movement permits during curfew, bearing in mind that none of the 

36 https://www.gradjanske.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Tri-slobode-pod-lupom-31.mart-02.-april.pdf 
37 https://www.divac.com/Vesti/2748/Ukinuti-PDV-na-donacije-za-najugrozenije.shtml 
38 https://bit.ly/3aySsyk 
39 https://www.gradjanske.org/category/vesti/tri-slobode-pod-lupom/page/2/ 

https://www.gradjanske.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Tri-slobode-pod-lupom-31.mart-02.-april.pdf
https://www.divac.com/Vesti/2748/Ukinuti-PDV-na-donacije-za-najugrozenije.shtml
https://bit.ly/3aySsyk
https://www.gradjanske.org/category/vesti/tri-slobode-pod-lupom/page/2/
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instructions of the state bodies directly referred to civil society organizations, but only to companies40 and caregiv-
ers for persons with disabilities, the elderly, and children41. The Initiative for Economic and Social Rights A11 claims 
that the Government did not respond adequately to the needs of the most vulnerable social groups42. At the same 
time, local emergency headquarters created new structures for the distribution of assistance to the elderly43, often 
without any coordination with civil society organizations that previously established field networks for this type of 
activity. In the first week of the state of emergency, the City of Belgrade terminated the contract with the organiza-
tion named Children’s Heart, which provided the escort service for children with disabilities44. In that way, 450 as-
sistants stopped working. After public pressure through the media and social networks, the decision was abolished.

An example of good practice is the City of Šabac45. Since the start of the pandemic, local civil society organizations 
that provide social services were involved in the work of the local emergency headquarters. Their resources were 
joined and used for the distribution of information and assistance provided by the local self-government.

In this area, we notice the lack of strategic recognition of civil society organizations. CSOs are not recognized as 
social service providers, equal to other actors (social work centers or private companies) neither are their contri-
butions to the protection of the most vulnerable social groups. The exception is the Team of the Government of 
the Republic of Serbia for Social Inclusion and Poverty Reduction46, which tried to achieve coordination of human-
itarian efforts together with CSOs.

The CSO’s that provide social services demonstrated a high degree of resilience to external disturbances and con-
tinued to provide support to their beneficiaries, further recognition of their role in this area is needed. CSO’s can 
provide examples of good practices needed for service quality, monitoring, and accountability towards users. CSOs 
need to be recognized in the institutional framework, which will also improve the capacity of the institutions that 
provide these services.

Reducing the volume of benefits for the civil society

Catalyst’s annual survey on the state of philanthropy47 since the onset of the pandemic shows that citizens and 
companies together have donated € 8.9 million. This amount of donations, collected in six weeks, is equal to the 
value of donations collected quarterly during 2019. The companies accounted for 69% of the total amount of do-
nations given for suppression of the pandemic. Half of all donations collected during the crisis was spent on the 
procurement of medical equipment. The findings of this report indicate that the total amount of donations in the 
coming period will increase. The funds will continue to be mainly directed to the health sector and to mitigate the 
effects of a pandemic.

Given the degree of impact of the crisis caused by the pandemic on economic activities in general, this is an area 
where risks to civil society in the medium and long term will appear. The crisis will impact donations and support 
to civil society, both globally and nationally.

Therefore, further joining of civil society is needed. CSO’s need to strengthen advocacy efforts to improve the insti-
tutional framework for benefits in Serbia, primarily in the areas of tax relief for legal and natural persons who give 
donations to civil society organizations working in the public interest. The state of the philanthropic framework 
in Serbia criticized in the annual progress reports, so given the economic consequences of the crisis, institutional 
interventions will be necessary to maintain this source of funding for civil society organizations.

40 https://www.paragraf.rs/propisi/instrukcija-privrednim-subjektima-izdavanje-dozvola-nocni-rad-vanredno-stanje.html 
41 https://www.minrzs.gov.rs/sr/aktuelnosti/vesti/procedura-za-dobijanje-dozvole-za-kretanje-u-vreme-zabrane-kretanja
42 https://www.a11initiative.org/neophodno-je-hitno-preduzimanje-mera-za-zastitu-najugrozenijih-tokom-borbe-protiv-viru-     
     sa-sars-cov-2/  
43 https://www.slobodnaevropa.org/a/gradovi-u-srbiji-otvorili-kol-centre-za-pomo%C4%87-/30495600.html
44 https://www.slobodnaevropa.org/a/gradovi-u-srbiji-otvorili-kol-centre-za-pomo%C4%87-/30495600.html
45 https://www.slobodnaevropa.org/a/gradovi-u-srbiji-otvorili-kol-centre-za-pomo%C4%87-/30495600.html
46 http://socijalnoukljucivanje.gov.rs/sr/category/vesti-tima-cir/ 
47 https://givingbalkans.org/srbija/content/istrazivanje-srbija-daruje-2019-filantropija-donacije-covid19 

https://www.paragraf.rs/propisi/instrukcija-privrednim-subjektima-izdavanje-dozvola-nocni-rad-vanredno-stanje.html
https://www.minrzs.gov.rs/sr/aktuelnosti/vesti/procedura-za-dobijanje-dozvole-za-kretanje-u-vreme-zabrane-kretanja
https://www.a11initiative.org/neophodno-je-hitno-preduzimanje-mera-za-zastitu-najugrozenijih-tokom-borbe-protiv-virusa-sars-cov-2/
https://www.a11initiative.org/neophodno-je-hitno-preduzimanje-mera-za-zastitu-najugrozenijih-tokom-borbe-protiv-virusa-sars-cov-2/
https://www.slobodnaevropa.org/a/gradovi-u-srbiji-otvorili-kol-centre-za-pomo%C4%87-/30495600.html
https://www.slobodnaevropa.org/a/gradovi-u-srbiji-otvorili-kol-centre-za-pomo%C4%87-/30495600.html
http://socijalnoukljucivanje.gov.rs/sr/category/vesti-tima-cir/
https://givingbalkans.org/srbija/content/istrazivanje-srbija-daruje-2019-filantropija-donacije-covid19
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Donor Activities

Some donors responded to the changed and urgent needs of CSOs during the crisis by awarding urgent grants 
mainly for the activities of organizations conducting humanitarian activities.

The Swiss Development Assistance Office provided additional funding to support several CSOs conducting humani-
tarian activities in various local communities, while UNDP issued a call for innovation in times of crisis. Trag Founda-
tion opened two public calls as part of the regular support program of the Active Community for activities aimed at 
mitigating the social and economic consequences of the pandemic48. The Ana and Vlade Divac Foundation issued 
a special call for associations, media, and informal groups49 aiming to help citizens to cope with the crisis. Funds 
for this call have been provided by the Royal Norwegian Embassy. The Embassy of Canada in Serbia dedicated one 
area to the response to the pandemic within the regular annual call for submission for CSO projects. The Office 
of the Council of Europe in Serbia also issued a call for projects to combat discrimination during the pandemic50. 
At the same time, the United Nations Human Rights Team in Serbia supported some of the CSO’s involved in the 
monitoring of the state of emergency.51

In the first days of the pandemic, the Open Society Foundation in Serbia invited partners52 to discuss the possibility 
of extending the project implementation period and using online tools for certain activities. There was an approval 
to redirect unspent money to activities aimed at resolving the issues caused by COVID-19. Many grantees respond-
ed to this call.

During the first forty days since the declaration of the state of emergency, the Open Society Foundation approved 
additional funds of 550.000.000 dinars for humanitarian interventions, direct support, and procurement of medi-
cal equipment, tests, and support to the most vulnerable groups53. The funds of the Foundation were used for do-
nations to the Republic Health Insurance Fund, which is the central procurement institution for medical equipment 
and other means; to the group of organizations, entrepreneurs, and companies for the procurement of raw mate-
rials (filaments) for the production of visors and distributors for respirators donated to health care institutions; and 
to the Roma League (association of Roma organizations) for direct humanitarian assistance to the most vulnerable 
population in informal settlements. The Foundation dedicated funds to help migrants and communities where mi-
grants temporarily reside, as well as to the elderly. The second part of the intervention was intended for urgent re-
sponses of civil society to the pandemic. Thus, the work of associations that provide support to whistleblowers, the 
academic community, and the preservation of the rule of law in risky situations is supported. Attention is given to 
the most vulnerable population of workers, and freelance artists. The organizations, active in protecting the free-
dom of expression, associations, and gatherings during a state of emergency received support as well. Throughout 
the whole year of 2020, the Foundation for Open Society plans to and approve projects aimed at remediation of 
the consequences of the COVID-19, especially in the most vulnerable categories of the population.

Civic Initiatives issued a call to the donor community based on a global open letter to donors54 and supporters 
launched by CIVICUS urging donors to continue contracted payments, and to allocate funds for crisis response 
from other sources. This is from of particular importance for planning future donor priorities, bearing in mind that 
some donors active in Serbia will redirect certain funds to mitigate the consequences of the crisis in their home 
countries states. In the coming period, it is necessary to encourage strong coordination of donor efforts in Serbia, 
and ensure a broad consultation process with civil society when programming support. This will ensure a suitable 
response to changing needs, both the organization and their users, but also provide synergy and avoid overlapping 
donor interventions.

In addition to the above activities, other donors responded quickly to the needs of citizens and remedied the con-

48 https://tragfondacija.org/druga-faza-konkursa-aktivne-zajednice-solidarni-odgovor-na-covid-19/2373/ 
49 https://www.divac.com/Zajedno-protiv-koronavirusa-2/2732/Otvoreni-konkursi.shtml 
50 http://europa.rs/poziv-za-dostavljanje-predloga-projekata-podrska-lokalnim-organizacijama-civilnog-drustva-u-kontek-
      stu-mera-za-borbu-protiv-diskriminacije-tokom-epidemije-covid-19-u-srbiji/
51 http://www.yucom.org.rs/ljudska-prava-i-covid-19/ 
52 http://www.fosserbia.org/sr/saopštenja-i-sogađaji/saopštenje-povodom-situacije-izazvane-virusom-korona.html 
53 http://www.fosserbia.org/sr/saopštenja-i-sogađaji/naši-resursi-u-prevazilaženju-krize.html 
54 https://www.gradjanske.org/en/open-letter-donors-and-supporters-must-act-to-ensure-civil-society-resilience-against-covid-19-
      pandemic/  

https://tragfondacija.org/druga-faza-konkursa-aktivne-zajednice-solidarni-odgovor-na-covid-19/2373/
https://www.divac.com/Zajedno-protiv-koronavirusa-2/2732/Otvoreni-konkursi.shtml
http://europa.rs/poziv-za-dostavljanje-predloga-projekata-podrska-lokalnim-organizacijama-civilnog-drustva-u-kontekstu-mera-za-borbu-protiv-diskriminacije-tokom-epidemije-covid-19-u-srbiji/
http://europa.rs/poziv-za-dostavljanje-predloga-projekata-podrska-lokalnim-organizacijama-civilnog-drustva-u-kontekstu-mera-za-borbu-protiv-diskriminacije-tokom-epidemije-covid-19-u-srbiji/
http://www.yucom.org.rs/ljudska-prava-i-covid-19/
http://www.fosserbia.org/sr/saopštenja-i-sogađaji/saopštenje-povodom-situacije-izazvane-virusom-korona.html
http://www.fosserbia.org/sr/saopštenja-i-sogađaji/naši-resursi-u-prevazilaženju-krize.html
https://www.gradjanske.org/en/open-letter-donors-and-supporters-must-act-to-ensure-civil-society-resilience-against-covid-19-pandemic/
https://www.gradjanske.org/en/open-letter-donors-and-supporters-must-act-to-ensure-civil-society-resilience-against-covid-19-pandemic/
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sequences caused by the pandemic, which showed the mobility of the donor community, the ability to respond 
quickly to overcome the crisis in inventive ways.

    Recommendation:
• We propose initiating a dialogue between the representatives of the state and provincial bodies, 

as well and local governments, with CSO representatives to improve the regulatory framework and 
understanding the role of CSOs in emergencies, their capabilities, and the resources they could 
contribute to more efficient elimination of the consequences of the pandemic;

• Further recognition of the potential and role of CSOs providing social services as they demon-
strated a high degree of resilience to external disturbances and continued to provide support to 
their customers. Their experience regarding service quality, monitoring, and accountability to users 
need to be identified in the institutional framework in this area, which will improve the capacity of 
the institutions of the system who provide these services;

• Considering the consequences of the pandemic on the economic and social system of Serbia, it is 
necessary to ensure that the planned amounts for financing CSO activities are not reduced. The 
programming of financing for priority areas needs to be done in a broad consultative process in-
volving civil society organizations. Bearing in mind that the Republic of Serbia has a modest frame-
work for funding CSOs, the existing regulatory framework needs to be significantly improved and 
an institutional framework for improving the conditions for the development of philanthropy as 
one of the ways to provide sustainable support to the development of civil society;

• We call on the EU and other international donors to pay attention to the level of financial support 
for CSOs when adjusting their financial assistance programs to Serbia and to be aware of their so-
cial role and the circumstances in which they operate;

• CSOs will continue to monitor the activities of the so-called GONGO organizations and their role 
in various social processes. They have a role in stimulating social dialogue and creating a parallel 
reality, conducting intolerant and violent actions against minority and particularly vulnerable com-
munities, and discrediting credible CSOs that are critical of governmental actions.

The analysis of the Belgrade Center for Security Policy (BCSP) showed that during the 52 days of the state of 
emergency, Serbia failed the test of democracy due to a series of omissions and irregularities in conduct and 
control of the security sector55.

In a state of emergency, the police controlled the implementation of the measures of restriction and prohibition 
of movement and assembly, health supervision, and quarantine. The police issued permits for movement during 
curfew for the people who genuinely need them. The Serbian Army assisted in maintaining public order and 
securing border crossings, and reception centers for migrants. Members of the Army set up temporary hospitals 
and quarantine facilities for citizens arriving from abroad, and the Atomic-Biological-Chemical Defense Battalion 
disinfected is public buildings and areas.

During the state of emergency, the police did not always act professionally, proportionately, politically neutrally, 
taking into account the needs and rights of citizens. Criteria based on which the Ministry of the Interior issued 
permits for movement during curfew were not prescribed56, which is why they were abused during the incident 
with lighting torches. People who arrived in Serbia before the declaration of the state of emergency were often 
not informed that they had been placed under house quarantine. Police harassment was observed in at least three 
cases57, e.g., the internal control of the police reacted publicly only once58.

1.6 Civilian Control of the Security Sector

55 Đokić, K, S. Đorđević, M. Ignjatijević, J. Pejić-Nikić i I. Stakić, Security sector in the state of emergency: Testing Democracy Belgrade: 
     BCSP, May 2020, http://www.bezbednost.org/Sve-publikacije/7247/Sektor-bezbednosti-u-vanrednom-stanju-testiranje.shtml 
56 Đorđević, S, Police during the State of Emergency, Belgrade: BCSP, May 2020, pg. 6, http://bezbednost.org/Sve-publikacije/7253/
      Policija-u-vreme-vanrednog-stanja.shtml
57 Ibid pg 10
58 Kujundžić, D, Statement made by Dragan Kujundžić, assistant minister and chief of Sector of Internal Control, Ministry of Interior, 
      April 15,  2020, https://bit.ly/2ZfA7mc
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The involvement of the Army in a large number of tasks indicates the insufficient capacity of the civilian authorities 
to respond to the challenges caused by natural disasters independently. That was the reason why they introduced 
a state of emergency and not an emergency situation59. The state of emergency is regulated by the Law on Defense, 
which in that case, gives the Army a leading role in responding to threats, without envisaging formal mechanisms 
of coordination between military and civilian authorities. In practice, coordination took place primarily through the 
president, as the Ministry of Defense did not directly participate in the crisis headquarters60. There was no decision 
on the involvement of the Army, and it remains unclear who decided on the Army’s engagement. The Army has 
taken on tasks in the field of public safety even though they were not sufficiently trained or such activities. This 
proved to be a problem in ensuring reception centers for migrants. Members of the Army were even not adequate-
ly protected against COVID-1961.

The negative trend of pressuring and threatening independent journalists and activists has continued. Several 
problematic arrests and detention orders were implemented, such as the cases of Ana Lalić, Jovana Popović, and 
Slaviša Pajović. Besides, the role of the National Assembly was further degraded and reduced to automatic stamp-
ing of executive decisions. Simultaneously, MPs were treated exclusively as representatives of political parties, not 
as representatives of all citizens of Serbia. Therefore, the decisions made by the executive power during the state 
of emergency are disputable when it comes to respecting the Constitution and the law.

The declaration of a state of emergency was not necessary for the implementation of appropriate measures to 
protect the population, because they could be enforced on another legal basis as well. The fact that the state of 
emergency is regulated in more detail in the Law on Defense shows that it is a response to military threats, not to 
natural disasters. The Minister of Interior issued an order on the ban of movement. However, if the rights of citizens 
during a state of emergency need to be restricted, the Government should prescribe a decree with the co-signature 
of the President62.

To restore citizens’ trust in security institutions, the Constitutional Court needs to review the constitutionality of 
executive decisions. The National Assembly, the Protector of Citizens, and internal control of the security sector 
need to evaluate the conduct of the police and the Army during the state of emergency. Within their competencies, 
the Prosecutor’s Office and the Protector of Citizens should review cases of arrests of journalists and activists. The 
European Union should have taken into account the political context and the institutional response to the infec-
tion when drafting the next report on Serbia’s progress. In the long run, the spread of COVID-19 is a reminder to 
institutions of the need to reform the current emergency management system63. We need to fully align with the 
standards and norms of the EU and all relevant EU services and systems in this area without delay.

In the coming period, it is necessary to urgently review how the state authorities of the Republic of Serbia reacted 
to the crisis in the light of the constitutionally proclaimed adherence to the principle of the rule of law.

    Recommendation:
• The Constitutional Court of Serbia should review the constitutionality and legality of executive de-

cisions in the management of the crisis caused by the COVID-19 pandemic;

• The National Assembly, the Protector of Citizens, and internal control authorities in security sector 
institutions should review the legality of their actions during the state of emergency;

• The Committee on Defense and Internal Affairs of the National Assembly should request extraor-
dinary reports from the Ministry of the Interior and the Ministry of Defense on the conduct of the 
police and the engagement of the Army during the state of emergency. On that occasion, they 
should request information on the application of measures to protect members of the police and 
the Army from infection during the performance of all regular and additional tasks;

59 Đokić and others (2020), pg 6.
60 Đokić and others (2020), pg 6. Goverment of Serbia, Crisis Response Team for Combating COVID-19 is formed https://www.srbija.
      gov.rs/vest/450999/obrazovan-krizni-stab-za-suzbijanje-covid-19.php Belgrade, March 13, 2020
61 Đokić and others (2020), pg 7
62 The Constitution of the Republic of Serbia, Official Gazette, 95/2006, article 200, page 6
63 V. Erceg, ’’Managing the Emergency Situations – A System for Some Other Time’’ Open doors of the Judiciary, April 22, 2020 
     https://otvorenavratapravosudja.rs/teme/ustavno-pravo/upravljanje-vanrednim-situacijama-sistem-za-neko-drugo-vreme

https://www.srbija.gov.rs/vest/450999/obrazovan-krizni-stab-za-suzbijanje-covid-19.php
https://www.srbija.gov.rs/vest/450999/obrazovan-krizni-stab-za-suzbijanje-covid-19.php
https://otvorenavratapravosudja.rs/teme/ustavno-pravo/upravljanje-vanrednim-situacijama-sistem-za-neko-drugo-vreme
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• The Security Services Control Committee and the Defense and Home Affairs Committee should re-
view whether the authorities and police have applied measures to access retained data of citizens 
(including data on the location of mobile phones) and, if so, whether it was done following the 
Constitution and laws;  

• The Prosecutor’s Office and the Protector of Citizens should, within their competencies, review the 
cases arrests of journalists and activists; 

• The Committee on the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment 
of the Council of Europe (CPT), which announced a visit to Serbia this year, should investigate cases 
in which police officers used coercive means during the state of emergency;

In the long run, to respond more effectively to different types of security threats:
• It is necessary to regulate the state of emergency through a special law, to which the legislators 

should be obliged by the Constitution.

• The current emergency management system needs to be reformed to make it efficient and func-
tional, and consistently invest in its construction in regular circumstances.

• It is necessary to develop the concept of total defense so that it is complementary to civilian pro-
tection during natural disasters and to enable effective coordination and interoperability between 
civilian and military structures at all levels.

• An action plan to implement the National Security Strategy can be an opportunity to operationalize 
the policy of prevention and response of the state to the spread of infectious diseases, which are 
already recognized as a security risk that “could be even more present in the future.”64

The Civil Service System and the Appointment of Officials

Data from the first quarter of 2020, and during the COVID-19 pandemic, show that the Government continues 
to practice excessive appointment of acting officials. In March65 2020 the number of acting officials (189) is 
lower than in December of the previous year (207). However, of the total number of job openings for officials, 
the share of those who were not appointed through the competition was higher than those who passed the 
competition procedure (49% vs. 38%, while 13% of places in the mentioned period were not filled in). Addi-
tionally, the data from the Government’s website show that during the state of emergency between March 
19 and April 16, 2020, the Government appointed 76 managers, of which 73 are employed for an additional 
period of three months.

Overview by institutions shows that certain bodies were more inclined to appoint acting officials in the observed 
period, so the Ministry of Finance was ahead of the others with 18 of such appointments, while in second place 
is the Office for Kosovo and Metohija with 1166. Among other examples worth mentioning is the Ministry of Cul-
ture and Information with 5, the Republic Statistical Office with 4, as well as several ministries with 3. In general, 
the amendments to the Law on Civil Servants from 2018 have not yet borne fruit in the matter of depoliticiza-
tion of the administration, since a large number of positions of officials are not appointed based on merit, or 
competition procedure, and at this moment a large number of these positions are still filled by acting officials 
(about 50%). Moreover, the coronavirus and the declaration of the state of emergency did not lead to reducing 
this harmful practice of appointing a large number of acting officials. As a result, such practices, management in 
public administration bodies can be significantly politicized, which in turn negatively affects the quality of work 
and performance of these bodies, as well as managerial responsibility and professionalism in the work of man-

1.7 Public Administration Reform

64 In addition to the above recommendations addressed to the state authorities of the Republic of Serbia, we recommend the follow-
      ing: The Council of Europe should pay attention to the treatment of migrants in Serbia during the COVID-19 pandemic, especially 
      the Government’s decision to deprive them of freedom of movement; When drafting the next progress report, the European Union 
      should take into account the work of the National Assembly of the Republic and the Protector of Citizens, as well as the actions of 
      the police and the engagement of the Army for the needs of public security during the state of emergency.
65 Data from the Service for managing personel 
66 Based on the Government’s website https://bit.ly/2B4yJZB. 

https://bit.ly/2B4yJZB
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agers. In crises, the management is expected to continue working as much as possible and to provide services 
to citizens, in which a significant role is played, among other things, by professional and competent managers.

Transparency and open data

Even though the official internet sources dedicated to the pandemic (covid19.rs and covid19.data.gov.rs) con-
tain data on the number of infected citizens, during the COVID-19 pandemic in Serbia, there is an obvious lack 
of transparency67. For example, the open data portal published the number of COVID-19 ambulances across 
the country, however, clear and open data on available beds and the number of medical staff as well as on the 
exact number and availability of necessary equipment for each institution. Also, there is no data available on 
the number of doctors and medical staff available to patients infected with the virus. Medical data are not up-
dated regularly or under normal circumstances. The latest data regarding available doctors and medical staff, 
as well as with available medical equipment, was updated and published by the Institute of Public Health “Dr 
Milan Jovanović Batut” as an annual report for 2018 and 2017 (only for a certain type of equipment).

Therefore, having in mind the list of measures and acts on the official website of the Government, it seems 
that most of the decisions were adopted behind closed doors, without the insight and contribution of citizens 
or their representatives in the National Assembly which did not hold sessions during the state of emergen-
cy. Some sources indicate that Serbia is one of the few countries in Europe that do not have parliamentary 
sessions during the pandemic68. The Government measures were adopted as regulations, without clear and 
transparent parliamentary procedures and without being supported by reasoning and accompanying data. 
Although extraordinary circumstances require a certain degree of urgency and effective action, measures, 
and acts adopted during a state of emergency call into question the transparency and factual basis of the de-
cision-making process. These are of paramount importance to ensure that measures are clear, adequate, and 
maintain the needs of citizens or certain groups, both in regular and extraordinary circumstances.

Free access to information of public importance

During the pandemic and the state of emergency, authorities acted sporadically when responding to the 
request for free access to information of the public. The Decree on the application of deadlines in adminis-
trative proceedings during a state of emergency prescribed that the deadlines that expire during the state 
of emergency, and relate to undertaking administrative actions, terminating administrative proceedings, and 
deciding on declared legal remedies, shall be considered expired 30 days after the termination of the state of 
emergency. However, the authorities showed uneven practice during the state of emergency, when dealing 
with requests received during the state of emergency, requests whose deadlines expired during the state of 
emergency. The public was not unsure if they will be able to exercise their right to obtain the information of 
public importance,

Firstly, CEP sent a total of 20 requests sent by CEP on February 24 (7) and April 10 (13). The procedure was 
not adhered to entirely, and in all cases, some institutions did not respond to requests at all. In some situ-
ations, the responses were not timely, and no prior notice was made. The practice of non-compliance with 
the requests in general or non-compliance with deadlines exists in many authorities regardless of the state 
of emergency. However, according to the requests sent in April, the differences and inconsistencies with the 
new situation were the clearest69.

Five ministries have informed CEP that they will not meet the usual deadlines as a result of the state of emer-
gency, referring to the Regulation. For example, the Ministry of Labor, Employment and Veterans, and Social 
Affairs stated there is a problem with meeting these requirements because employees work remotely and 
that they come to the office only for urgent matters. They also said that the many documents needed to give 

67 Lack of Transparency: COVID-19 Pandemic in Serbia, available at: https://cep.org.rs/blogs/nedostatak-transparentnosti-pandemi-
      ja-covid-19-u-srbiji/ 
68 European Western Balkans, „New Fall of the Parliamentary System in Serbia“, dostupno na: https://europeanwesternbalkans.rs/
      novo-dno-parlamentarizma-u-srbiji/.
69 The analysis is based on the responses to CEP’s requests to the state authorities for access to information in the aforementioned 
     period.

https://cep.org.rs/blogs/nedostatak-transparentnosti-pandemija-covid-19-u-srbiji/
https://cep.org.rs/blogs/nedostatak-transparentnosti-pandemija-covid-19-u-srbiji/
https://europeanwesternbalkans.rs/novo-dno-parlamentarizma-u-srbiji/
https://europeanwesternbalkans.rs/novo-dno-parlamentarizma-u-srbiji/
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responses are kept in different locations. Similarly, the Ministry of Trade, Tourism, and Telecommunications 
also stated that due to the state of emergency, they are unable to provide answers. Also, they claimed that an 
additional reason for delaying the response is because it did not relate directly to COVID-19.

This approach is contrary to the one from the Ministry of Culture and Information, the Ministry of Youth and 
Sports; the Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development, and the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry, and Water Management. These ministries acted according to the regular procedure without refer-
ring to the Regulation, as they acted upon the request providing the requested information during the state of 
emergency. All four ministries used a deadline longer than 15 days. However, only the Ministry of Education 
informed CEP about the impossibility of answering before the first deadline. Finally, The Ministry of Justice 
sent a response on May 14, after having previously justified the delay due to the emergency. Their answer 
stated that the request is not within their competence, so the question arises as to why the response was 
delayed in the first place, although the mentioned Regulation enabled something like that.

These differences indicate that the authorities in some cases selected and prioritized the requests by them-
selves, and accordingly decided which procedure to follow and within what period to act during the state of 
emergency. Given that that three bodies did not submit any response at all at the time of writing (General 
Secretariat of the Government, Ministry of Mining and Energy, Ministry of Defense), and that many missed 
deadlines, there is a clear tendency not to act according to the regulation, or according to the provisions of 
the Law on Free Access to Information of public importance, or according to the Decree adopted after the 
declaration of the state of emergency.

    Recommendation:
• Government should fully implement the articles of the Law on State officials relating to the ap-

pointment of acting officials to the positions of officials in office. Acting officials who do not meet 
the requirements should be replaced by competent civil servants, appointed through competitive 
procedures.

• In the medium term, we recommend amendments to the Law on Civil Servants to reduce the role 
and the influence of politically elected officials on the recruitment process. Apart from the legal 
aspect of the problem, it is necessary to focus on changing in political culture and behavior, in or-
der to understand the advantages of professional public administration and competent managers 
in the management of human resources and affairs, both in crisis and in regular circumstances.

• In order to raise the level of responsibility towards citizens, it is recommended to make data avail-
able and transparent on all relevant aspects of the state of emergency, in order to adequately 
and timely inform citizens about the background and nature of decisions. Collecting, opening and 
presenting data also helps decision makers look at available resources, to identify the needs better, 
and to plan more efficiently. Decision-making supported by facts and evidence should be at the 
core of any public policy or measure, and in exceptional circumstances the importance of transpar-
ent data in order to combat side effects is further highlighted.

• With regard to access to information of public importance, it is necessary to enable the full exer-
cise of the right to access to information, both in regular and extraordinary circumstances. In the 
case of adoption of a special act introducing changes in the regular procedure due to extraordinary 
circumstances, it is necessary to work on coordination and harmonization of administrative bodies 
in order to avoid self-initiative, unpredictability, and create uncertainty among claimants in this 
regard which provisions are temporarily applied, what is their duration and scope, and which re-
quirements are (not) acted upon.
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Serbia applied for EU membership on December 22, 2009, and agreed to comply with the basic principles 
of democracy and values following Article 2 of the Treaty of the EU. COVID-19 pandemic highlighted all the 
shortcomings of the political system in Serbia, based on personalized government and authoritarian, cen-
tralized management70. In circumstances where political legitimacy relies on calling for majority support, 
many citizens who are not part of the majority and do not agree with the Government are excluded. In such 
circumstances, the society is divided - whoever is not with the majority, is the opponent. This climate was 
created, because the political dialogue is not led in official institutions, where it has been replaced by the 
disqualification of the opposite opinions, mutual insults, verbal and physical aggression, and moved into 
non-institutional forms of political action. Democracy cannot be authentic without accepting political plu-
ralism, providing legal and institutional conditions for its survival, respecting the rule of law, guaranteeing 
civil rights and freedoms, and respect for diversity. The future of Serbia depends on whether the current 
political elite will opt for a true democracy based on liberal principles, or will decide to simulate democratic 
institutions and procedures in favor of strengthening authoritarian tendencies and elements of the “captive 
state”.

In the past few months, many credible domestic and international organizations stated in their reports, 
that the state of democracy, media freedom, rule of law, and respect for civil rights and freedoms are going 
in the opposite direction from what is expected of a country aspiring to be a leader in the process EU en-
largement among the countries of the Western Balkans. As embarrassing as they are, these reports do not 
represent criticism for the sake of criticism. They should serve as guidelines for any democratically deter-
mined Government in which direction it is necessary to accelerate the changes that should lead to better 
governance of the state and society. In this regard, CSOs will continue, as before, with their activities and 
activities within the NCEU, to monitor and inform the public about the Government’s measures and the 
results achieved in the process of Serbia’s accession to the European Union.

Like other social actors, civil society organizations will face severe challenges in the future regarding the 
sustainability of their actions in post-pandemic circumstances. Some of the challenges, like authoritarian 
tendencies and centralization of decision-making, neglect of respect for the principle of separation of pow-
ers, shortcomings in the application of the rule of law, lack of fair conditions for free elections, regulatory 
and financial uncertainties for CSOs actions, are listed in this report. However, determined to help their 
country and citizens, and despite all the difficulties, CSOs are ready to use their expertise and resources 
and contribute to the essential changes necessary if Serbia is to be confident and sincere in her progress 
towards accession to the European Union. Therefore, this report should be read as well as a list of proposals 
for improving the state of democracy and respecting the basic democratic principles that Serbia must apply 
for the benefit of its citizens, and only then as one of the conditions for accession to the European Union.

1.8 CONCLUSION

70 https://www.mei.gov.rs/upload/documents/eu_dokumenta/ugovor_eu.pdf 

https://www.mei.gov.rs/upload/documents/eu_dokumenta/ugovor_eu.pdf
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2. Working Group for Chapter 31: Common 
Foreign and Security Policy

During the state of emergency, the area covered by Chapter 31: Common Foreign, Security and Defense Policy 
was particularly interesting. Namely, statements and actions of state officials regarding cooperation with for-
eign partners in the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic caused interest in the domestic public, as well as in 
the public of EU member states. Especially noted was the statement of President Aleksandar Vučić at the press 
conference on March 15, 2020. In the statement, he questioned solidarity in the European Union and simulta-
neously praised cooperation with China71. Just like any other sovereign country, Serbia has the right to improve 
and develop relations with all countries, especially with those of special importance, such as great world powers 
and members of the Security Council. However, having in mind the long-term interests of Serbia, it is harmful to 
discriminate publicly the cooperation with the EU, as is our key partner and the community we want to join, and 
compare it negatively concerning cooperation with third countries.

On the other hand, monitoring the work of institutions in charge of foreign policy and relations with the EU, 
including an analysis of government measures during the state of emergency, conducted by the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry for European integration, as well as the Prime Minister 
and the President of the Republic. Monitoring showed that practice is different from what is being presented 
to the citizens of Serbia in the media. By analyzing their publicly available activities, it is concluded that most 
of the foreign policy activities took place and were focused on the EU and its member states. From the above, 
there is an obvious discrepancy between the publicly expressed criticism of the EU and Serbia’s unbreakable ties 
with the Union when it comes to humanitarian, developmental, and economic assistance during and after the 
pandemic. This behavior of Serbian officials unequivocally affects the attitudes of citizens towards the European 
Union and other bilateral partners.

The activities of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs during the state of emergency were primarily focused on the 
evacuation of Serbian citizens who found themselves abroad and to return them to the country.

The mentioned engagement became particularly important after the decision on closing all border crossings 
of the Republic of Serbia (“Official Gazette of RS”, No. 37/20) in the international road, rail, and river traffic, as 
well as for entry through border crossings for border traffic for neighboring countries. Evacuation activities of 
our citizens from abroad were carried out in two ways - by air, through humanitarian flights organized by the 
Government with planes belonging to Air Serbia, and through road traffic (precise data are listed in Annex 1).

Activities of the President of the Republic during the state of emergency, show that foreign policy activities to-
wards the EU (including member states) are much more intensive compared to activities towards other bilateral 
partners. The President had: a telephone conversation with the European Union Commissioner for Neighbor-
hood Policy and Enlargement, with the European Union Special Representative for Dialogue between Belgrade 
and Pristina, with the President of the European Council, Meeting with the President of the European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and participated in the European Union-Western Balkans Summit72.

2. Serbia’s Foreign Policy during COVID-19 Pandemic

71 https://www.nedeljnik.rs/samo-kina-moze-da-nam-pomogne-evropska-solidarnost-ne-postoji/  
72 When it comes to bilateral cooperation with China, the President of Serbia received a letter from the President of the People’s 
Republic of China during the state of emergency, he had a telephone conversation, welcomed a team of doctors from China and had 
another meeting with them and the Chinese ambassador on May 1. Among other bilateral partners, during the state of emergency, the 
president had telephone conversations with colleagues from Russia Federation, Israel, Turkey and Georgia, and received a letter from 
the US Secretary of State, after which he had a meeting with the ambassadors of those countries in Serbia. Among the activities with 
the countries of the region, he had two meetings with the Serbian member of the Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Since the 
multilateral meetings, he has had a telephone conversation with the Special Envoy of the Secretary-General of the United Nations and 
the UN Mission in Kosovo and Metohija and Director General of the World Health Organization.

https://www.nedeljnik.rs/samo-kina-moze-da-nam-pomogne-evropska-solidarnost-ne-postoji/
https://www.mei.gov.rs/upload/documents/eu_dokumenta/ugovor_eu.pdf
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Judging by the official statements and data from the website of the President, it can be concluded that the focus 
of his communication with foreign partners during the pandemic was on the European Union and its Member 
State. However, statements, interviews, press conferences, and articles in the media, unequivocally indicate 
that communication was different. The High Representative of the EU, Josep Borelj, also reacted to the strikingly 
emphasized cooperation with China. He is worried about what is happening in the Balkans, that there is a struggle 
of narratives in the region and that “it is ridiculous to see billboards of gratitude to China on the streets of Belgrade, 
without having the same thanking the European Union.73”

This is especially important considering that previous public opinion polls show that citizens of Serbia perceived Chi-
na as one of the largest donors to Serbia even before the coronavirus, despite the facts, which clearly show that no 
single state, no bilateral partner of Serbia can compare to scope and coverage of non-refundable financial assistance, 
which Serbia received from the EU. The public opinion shows the different perception of the amount of aid donated 
to Serbia since 2001 and largely multiplies the aid of Russia and China, and reduces the amount of aid coming from 
the west. Unfortunately, that is a consequence of the narrative and the way how most state officials communicate 
about the EU and other major powers. They subtly and indirectly create the impression that China only helps Serbia 
- which is certainly not true, because China helps many countries around the world, including the EU.

Immediately after the declaration of the state of emergency, the Ministry for European Integration sent a request 
to the Commission of the European Union regarding the reallocation of IPA funds with a request to redirect these 
funds to prevention and suppression of the consequences of the coronavirus epidemic in Serbia, as well as for the 
allocation of medical assistance to Serbia through the EU civil protection mechanism.

The European Union sent the first tranche of 7.5 million euros in aid Serbia to strengthen capacity and support ac-
tivities to fight the coronavirus pandemic. The agreement providing EU assistance on March 20, 2020, was signed 
by Jadranka Joksimovic, Minister for European Integration, Sam Fabrizi, and Head of the EU Delegation to Serbia, 
and Francine Pickup, UNDP Resident Representative in Serbia. On that occasion, the Minister stated that “the 
European Union is a partner “Serbia in the fight against the coronavirus pandemic at a time when the largest EU 
countries are facing the same challenges”, emphasizing the importance of solidarity and joint struggle of all Euro-
pean nations to overcome the crisis facing the whole world with as few consequences as possible.

During the state of emergency, the necessary medical equipment and materials that Serbia bought on the world 
market were delivered by air, the costs of which were fully financed by the European Union as part of a package of 
15 million euros to help in emergencies to help Serbia fight COVID-19.

In early April, Jadranka Joksimović, Minister for European Integration, Sam Fabrizi, Head of the European Delega-
tion Union in Serbia, and Mikela Telatin, head of the UNOPS office, signed a donation agreement worth 4.9 million 
euros, to help Serbia fight COVID-19. The funds from this donation are intended for the purchase of respirators, 
tests, and protective laboratory equipment.

By the decision of the Government of the Republic of Serbia, and on the proposal of the Ministry for European 
Integration, on May 1, 2020, a special working group is formed to prepare an application for the European Union 
Solidarity Fund to support public expenditures made in response to the health crisis caused by the COVID-19. Ad-
hering to the deadlines, forms, and rules of the EU, the working group is to make a comprehensive application that 
will cover parts of the funds allocated by the Republic of Serbia in previous months in response to the emergency 
caused by an epidemic.

A media campaign during the pandemic (primarily in the tabloids) focused primarily on cooperation with China 
and Russia, however, it contributed to lowering the visibility of the cooperation and assistance from the EU visible. 
For example, much fewer media attention was given to the fact that the EU paid for the transportation costs for 
transporting protective equipment from China74. Notwithstanding several subsequent statements by officials, in-
cluding the President and the Prime Minister, expressing gratitude to the EU on solidarity75, the negative effects of 
the previous ones remained.

73 https://europeanwesternbalkans.rs/borelj-smesno-je-sto-samo-kina-dobija-bilbord-zahvalnosti-kada-eu-pomaze-srbiji/
74 https://www.slobodnaevropa.org/a/30511677.html 
75 http://rs.n1info.com/Vesti/a592669/Ljutnja-prema-EU-brzo-prosla-predsednika-sada-zahvaljuje-na-solidarnosti.html

https://europeanwesternbalkans.rs/borelj-smesno-je-sto-samo-kina-dobija-bilbord-zahvalnosti-kada-eu-pomaze-srbiji/
https://www.slobodnaevropa.org/a/30511677.html
http://rs.n1info.com/Vesti/a592669/Ljutnja-prema-EU-brzo-prosla-predsednika-sada-zahvaljuje-na-solidarnosti.html
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The media campaign and the statements of the officials were carefully observed by the public of the EU mem-
ber states, as well as in other states. It is important to emphasize that the reactions were mostly negative and 
that they may leave consequences on Serbia’s European path76 77. The views of each member state in the EU 
accession process are very important, and with the adoption of a new enlargement methodology (regardless 
of whether Serbia will accept it as Montenegro did), these views will become even more important. This is vital 
in the context of Chapter 31, where Serbia, has not yet received a Screening Report, although both screenings 
were completed in 2014. The current course of harmonization with foreign policy declarations and EU measures 
is not satisfactory, especially when it comes to declarations regarding Russia and China. Some of the member 
states find this fact suspicious78. The above-mentioned statements and campaigns of certain media will only 
worsen the situation regarding the negotiations in this chapter and the chapters will not be open for a long time.

The National Convention on the EU believes the approach towards the EU needs to be changed in line with na-
tional interests and priorities. This is especially true for the rhetoric of leaders and officials, who should have in 
mind the long-term interests of Serbia that are primarily related to the EU and its member states, as well as to 
the countries of the region, which also strive for EU integration.

During the state of emergency, the Working Group for Chapters 30 and 31 held an online panel (5 May 2020) 
discussion “Serbia and the European Union, cooperation in the age of the COVID-19”, which attended by Sonja 
Licht, President Belgrade Fund for Political Excellence, Vladimir Međak, Vice President of the European Move-
ment in Serbia, Filip Ejdus, associate professor at the Faculty of Political Sciences, University of Belgrade and 
Boško Jakšić, journalist of “Politika”, while the moderator was Igor Novaković, research director of the Center 
for International and Security Affairs (ISAC Fund) and Coordinator of the Working Group for Chapters 30 and 31. 
Some of the conclusions should serve as a recommendation to the Government of Serbia on how to harmonize 
its foreign policy activities with the promoted goal of EU accession.

    Recommendation:
• In line with global trends and its national interests, Serbia should, adopt the strategy of foreign 

policy and implement it consistently in the best interest of citizens and the economy. Serbia is a 
part of Europe, our value system, way of governing the country, development strategy, and attitude 
towards citizens must be following the European values of democracy, the rule of law, freedom of 
opinion, environmental protection, and a socially responsible market economy.

• Serbia should adjust its approach concerning the members of the Union, and understand the im-
portance of all EU members for their European path. With each of the members, Serbia needs 
to develop and deepen the cooperation, instead of focusing only on a few countries. Such an ap-
proach should also find its expression in the Foreign Policy Strategy.

• Serbia should stop calculating and trying to “sit on more chairs” because, in the long run, it can do 
more harm than good from such an unclear foreign policy orientation. Serbia should unequivocally 
orient itself towards the EU as to its most important partner, and for the process of integration into 
the EU to become key, and not the only declarative goal.

76 https://www.021.rs/story/Info/Srbija/238048/Bilt-Vucic-pravio-sou-za-avion-iz-Kine-a-kada-stigne-pomoc-od-EU-nema-ga-nigde.html 
77 http://rs.n1info.com/Vesti/a591142/Zosep-Borel-Svi-su-zabrinuti-zbog-Balkana.html 
78 http://rs.n1info.com/Vesti/a408138/Litvanija-blokira-poglavlje-31.html 
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3. Working group for Chapter 35: Other  
Issues – Kosovo*79

During the COVID-19 pandemic, relations between Belgrade and Pristina were marked by numerous events 
showing the complexity of the process of normalization and reconciliation between the two societies. Shortly 
before the outbreak of the pandemic, there a political crisis happened in Kosovo*, which resulted in the col-
lapse of the newly formed government led by Prime Minister Albin Kurti. However, despite the complexity of 
the moment, government officials and authorities in Serbia and Kosovo found ways to establish institutional 
co-operation in combating the coronavirus. During the pandemic, there was partial abolition of taxes on goods 
from Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. Also, the principle of “reciprocity” on goods from Serbia was intro-
duced. Kosovo obtained energy independence since it became a member of ENTSO-E80. Furthermore, Miroslav 
Lajcak became the EU Special Representative for the Belgrade-Pristina Dialogue and the Western Balkans. As the 
pandemic subsided, the political situation in Kosovo* led to voting for the new Government of Prime Minister 
Avdulah Hoti, the abolition of “reciprocity” measures, as well as the of announcement continuation of negotia-
tions between Belgrade and Pristina. During the COVID-19 pandemic, Serbia organized parliamentary elections, 
where the normalization of relations with Kosovo* was not an important topic for political entities.

The COVID-19 pandemic found Serbia and Kosovo* in complicated relations with suspended negotiations on 
normalization for a long time due to the decision of the Government of Kosovo* to introduce a 100% tax on 
imports of products from Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. The government of Ramush Haradinaj81 fell on the 
issue of taxes during the summer. At the beginning of October, they held temporary parliamentary elections82. 
However, forming a new government turned out to be complicated, primarily due to coalition negotiations 
between the two victorious political parties. Finally, the Government of Kosovo* led by Prime Minister Albin 
Kurti took office on February 3, 2020, one month before the outbreak of the coronavirus in the region, including 
Kosovo* and Serbia83.

The initial measures to combat the COVID-19 in Kosovo* and Serbia were introduced in mid-March. The epide-
miological situation proved to be complicated, while additional mechanisms had to be implemented to prevent 
the spread of the virus. Bearing in mind the complexity of the relationship between the Government of Serbia 
and the Government of Kosovo*, and the need for cooperation in combating the virus, at the end of March 
2020, the Working Group of the National Convention on the European Union for Chapter 35 appealed84 to the 
competent authorities of the two governments to establish institutional cooperation to protect human lives in 
difficult times. This appeal came at the time when the two governments set out to establish contacts between 
health institutions and other services involved in pandemic control.

3.1 Introduction

3.2 Cooperation between Serbia and Kosovo* during the pandemic

Serbia and Kosovo* in the time of COVID-19 pandemic

79 This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244/1999 and the ICJ Opinion on the Kosovo 
      declaration of independence.
80 European Network of Transmission System Operators
81 https://bit.ly/3eojaKO 
82 https://bit.ly/37Tahqf 
83 https://bit.ly/2zQIme2 
84 WG NCEU for Chapter 35, Public Statement, available at: https://bit.ly/3bQjfVM,
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In order to cooperate, protocols were made for the exchange of information on the number of infected persons, 
and the passage of ambulances through administrative crossings for patients with a severe clinical picture. Apart 
from that in mid-April 2020, a video conference was held including Serbia’s Minister of Health, Zlatibor Lončar, 
and the Minister of Health of Kosovo*, Arben Vitija85. They discussed the epidemiological situation and joint 
action in combating the pandemic. This meeting caused media attention, both in Serbia and Kosovo*, and the 
representatives of the international community and civil society reacted positively. As a result of the meeting, a 
donation of 1000 tests for coronavirus was made, which the Government of Serbia sent to the Institute of Public 
Health in Pristina86. It was also agreed that epidemiological teams from Serbia would enter Kosovo* to provide 
the necessary medical care to patients in Serbian communities infected with COVID-19. As a result of coopera-
tion between the two governments, cooperation was also established between the Institute of Public Health in 
Serbia and the Institute of Public Health of Kosovo*. The number of infected patients in Serbian communities in 
Kosovo* has become part of the records on the infected in Kosovo*, and published daily by the Pristina Institute.

During the pandemic, Health Minister of Kosovo* Arben Vitija organized several meetings with representatives 
of the Serbian community, most notably with the mayor of North Mitrovica and President of Serbian List Goran 
Rakić, as well as with the Minister for Returns and the Vice President of the Serbian List, Dalibor Jevtić. During 
the pandemic, a meeting was organized on the main bridge on the Ibar river between the mayors of North and 
South Mitrovica, Goran Rakić, and Agim Bakhtiri87. In the presence of the KFOR commander, the two mayors 
invited citizens to adhere to the measures prescribed by the institutions in Pristina, while Rakić also called for 
respect for the measures adopted by the Government of the Republic of Serbia.

While the whole world was engaged in the fight against the pandemic, in Kosovo, more attention was paid to 
the political processes and the crisis that resulted in the fall of the Government of Albin Kurti. Namely, immedi-
ately after the formation of the new Government of Kosovo* ambassador Richard Grenel, US President Donald 
Trump’s special envoy for the Belgrade-Pristina talks, urged Prime Minister Albin Kurti to immediately abolish 
import duties from Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. In addition to congratulating him on his election as 
prime minister, a similar request was sent to Kurti by the President of France Emanuel Macron. On the other 
hand, Prime Minister Kurti did not adopt these demands but conditioned the abolition of taxes by introducing 
“reciprocity” measures in trade relations with Serbia

Kurti’s attitude led to even greater pressure from the United States, which temporarily suspended American pro-
grams of economic development in Kosovo* until taxes are unconditionally abolished and ensured unhindered 
trade with Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina88. Reacting to the US pressure, president of the coalition partner 
Democratic Alliance of Kosovo* (LDK), Isa Mustafa urged Kurti to comply with the request and abolish taxes. 
However, the Government of Kosovo* adopted the decision on partial abolition of taxes on the import of raw 
materials, while taxes will be replaced by “reciprocity” measures89.

Simultaneously, the crisis over the abolition of taxes followed the crisis of dividing competences between the Prime 
Minister and the President of Kosovo* related to the introduction of a state of emergency. At the center of that 
crisis was the Minister of the Interior and Public Administration Agim Veljiu. Namely, because of his support for 
President Thaci regarding the introduction of the state of emergency, Kurti replaced the minister, a member of the 
LDK, and thus further complicated already bad relations between the coalition partners in the Government90.

Isa Mustafa’s dissatisfaction with the decision to remove the minister from his party, but also with the deci-
sion to introduce “reciprocity” measures, resulted in the submission of a motion of no confidence for the Gov-
ernment of Kosovo*. This proposal caused division in Kosovo* society, and among international partners. The 

3.3 Political crisis in Kosovo*

85 https://bit.ly/2V95QCK 
86 https://bit.ly/3hOT85S 
87 https://bit.ly/3doemnF 
88 https://bit.ly/314olM8 
89 https://bit.ly/37VzyjF
90 https://bit.ly/2AMrTYZ
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American embassy in Kosovo* welcomed the request, while the embassies of Germany and France expressed 
their concern. The session of the Assembly of Kosovo*, deciding on the Government of Kosovo*, happened on 
March 25, 2020. The majority in the Government supported the motion of no confidence and the Government fell 
only 52 days after its constitution91.

After the fall of the Government, Kosovo * entered a new institutional, constitutional and certainly political crisis 
which the public interpreted in different ways whether the President of Kosovo* could offer a mandate to form a 
Government to someone other than Albin Kurti, or the Self-Determination movement that won the election. The 
Constitutional Court of Kosovo* dismissed the dilemma on 29 May 2020, thus creating the possibility of forming a 
Government for the candidate who can collect a majority of votes in the Assembly92.

As the last decision in the technical mandate, the outgoing Prime Minister Albin Kurti made on May 31, 2020, to im-
plement the decision to introduce “reciprocity” in trade with Serbia, which completely suspended trade between 
the two counties93.

LDK representative Avdulah Hoti was nominated as the new Prime Minister of Kosovo*. The new Government of 
Kosovo * was chosen by 61 votes (out of 120) at the session of Assembly of Kosovo* held on June 3, 202094. One of 
the first decisions of the new The Government of Kosovo* was to abolish reciprocity measures, which created the 
conditions for the continuation of negotiations between Belgrade and Pristina95.

At the heart of the fight against the coronavirus pandemic, the Kosovo* Transmission System Operator (KOSTT) 
was accepted into the membership of the European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity 
(ENTSO-E)96. This news from 20. April 2020 did not attract significant attention to the general public in Serbia, while 
in Kosovo* it was accepted with great enthusiasm.

The admission of KOSTT to ENTSO-E is the subject of a long-standing dispute between Belgrade and Pristina. This 
question is part of provisions of the Energy Agreement from September 2013, which stipulates that Serbia is active-
ly working on the admission of KOSTT to ENTSO-E. However, Serbia conditioned KOSTT’s membership in ENTSO-E 
with the formation of companies EPS Trgovina and Elektrosever in Kosovo*. The first would deal with the collection 
and the second with the distribution of electricity to municipalities with a Serbian majority in northern Kosovo *.

KOSTT withdrew from the “SMM” regulatory area, which gathered Serbia, Kosovo*, Montenegro and North Mace-
donia, managed by the Electric Network of Serbia (EMS), signed an agreement with the Transmission System Oper-
ator (OST) from Albania on the formation of a new regulatory bloc, Kosovo* - Albania. Agreement between KOSTT 
and OST was signed on December 2, 2019, which created the conditions for KOSTT’s membership in ENTSO-E, 
which finally happened on April 20, 202097.

During the pandemic, on April 3, 2020, the European Union appointed Miroslav Lajcak as the EU Special Repre-
sentative for the Belgrade-Pristina Dialogue, as well as for other issues concerning the Western Balkans98. Miro-
slav Lajcak was appointed for one year, to achieve a comprehensive normalization of relations between Serbia 
and Kosovo* and to contribute to strengthening good neighborly relations and reconciliation between partners 
in the Western Balkans.

3.4 KOSTT Membership in ENTSO

3.5 Special Representatives for Dialogue

91 https://bit.ly/2YlKUdB 
92 https://bit.ly/2BrE4uc
93 https://bit.ly/2APAKJs
94 https://bit.ly/3dqgwD8 
95 https://bit.ly/2YYXJtg 
96 https://bit.ly/37O5ZR2 
97 KOSTT member of ENTSO-E – Good or bad news?, Black and White World, available at: https://bit.ly/2XdDXcJ
98 https://bit.ly/2YYSutA 
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The appointment of Miroslav Lajcak was mostly approved by government representatives from Belgrade and 
Pristina, while Hashim Thaci repeatedly expressed his dissatisfaction with this decision, saying that Slovakia (La-
icak’s country) does not recognize Kosovo*. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the political crisis in Kosovo*99, and 
the elections in Serbia, Lajcak had to postpone visits to Pristina and Belgrade until the end of June, when the 
conditions for coming to the region were met. Lajcak’s first visit to Pristina happened from 16-18. June 2020100, 
while he came to Belgrade on June 22101.

In early October 2019, US President Donald Trump appointed Ambassador Richard Grenel as the special envoy for 
the dialogue between Belgrade and Pristina102. This appointment came as a surprise because, in August of the same 
year, the State Department appointed Matthew Palmer as the US Special Representative for the West Balkans103.

In a relatively short time, Ambassador Grenel managed to mediate the signing of a letter of intent for the estab-
lishment of a direct airline104 and a railway line105 between Belgrade and Pristina. Also, in early March, Ambassa-
dor Grenel organized a meeting between Vučić and Thaci at the White House106.

However, most of the controversy was caused by Ambassador Grenel’s engagement in abolishing taxes and “rec-
iprocity” measures, which was often interpreted by the (Kosovo) public as paving the way for a “demarcation” 
agreement as to the final solution. These rumors were officially denied on March 26, 2020, in a joint statement 
by Ambassador Grenel, Special Representative Matthew Palmer, and US Ambassador to Kosovo* Philip Cosnet107.

Through Ambassador Grenel, US President Donald Trump invited the representatives of Kosovo* and Serbia to 
a conversation in the White House, on June 27, 2020, to discuss the improvement of economic ties and normal-
ization of relations108.

In addition to the COVID-19 pandemic, which is still ongoing in both Serbia and Kosovo *, political 
crises are ongoing as well as challenges in the mutual normalization of relationships. However, this 
period showed possibilities to establish functional cooperation between the institutions of Belgrade 
and Pristina. During this period, Kosovo* taxes on goods from Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina 
were abolished, which was a condition for initiating a dialogue. In a way, the political crisis in Kosovo* 
has been resolved, although the question remains of the longevity of Avdulah Hoti’s government that 
has a minority of the support in parliament. In Serbia, the parliamentary elections ended, and the Ser-
bian Progressive Party won over two-thirds of the votes, which will be a significant pledge to President 
Vučić in future negotiations with Kosovo *.

The biggest challenge in the coming period will be the duality in the conduct of the negotiation pro-
cess between Belgrade and Pristina and the possible lack of harmonization of relations between the 
EU and US special representatives. It remains to be seen whether Ambassador Grenel will stick to his 
mandate and negotiate exclusively on issues strengthening economic cooperation between Serbia 
and Kosovo*, or will he try to reach a political agreement. On the other hand, it will be interesting 
to see what Lajcak will bring to the negotiating parties, whether will he continue with the Brussels 
dialogue on the normalization of relations or will he reset the negotiation process by introducing new 
instruments and mechanisms. Anyway, in the negotiation process on the normalization of relations 

3.6 CONCLUSION
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108 https://bit.ly/3fKoFDV 
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   Recommendation:
• Serbia and Kosovo* should continue to deepen co-operation in joint efforts to combat the 

COVID-19 pandemic. To this end, it is necessary to strengthen procedures for cooperation be-
tween medical institutions and medical teams and create opportunities for mutual assistance 
in-hospital treatment of patients. The practice of helping each other should also be continued 
through medical and sanitary material, as well as in donations in the form of necessary tests, res-
pirators, and other necessities for successful suppression of the pandemic.

• Serbia and Kosovo* should use positive examples of cooperation in combating the COVID-19 pan-
demic in promoting dialogue on the normalization of relations and the reconciliation process 
between the two societies.

Anex:
1) Evacuation activities via humanitarian flights of the Government

 Out of a total of 37 humanitarian flights, organized by the Government of Serbia using  “Air Serbia” 
planes, 31 flight was organized to European Union countries, while other flights were directed to 
destinations where was the most Serbian citizens at that time, such as the USA, Russian Federa-
tion (Moscow 3 years), United Arab Emirates (Abu Dhabi and Dubai), Qatar, Turkey (two flights to 
Istanbul), Ukraine and Norway. All these flights were free for our citizens, the cost of flights was 
covered by the Government, and the total on this 51010 persons was transported to the Republic 
of Serbia.

 All the flights were primarily organized for repatriation of citizens of the Republic of Serbia, but at 
the same time offered for the evacuation of foreign nationals from the Republic of Serbia to their 
countries of residence. Through the mentioned cooperation and with the support of the embas-
sies of foreign countries in Belgrade, 809 foreigners were transported by these flights, of which 
550 are citizens of the European Union. For example, 260 American citizens, 96 German citizens, 
155 Swedish citizens, 66 French citizens, 57 Austrian citizens, 23 Croatian citizens, 9 Italian citi-
zens, etc.

 On the other hand, our citizens were evacuated and transported with the help of foreign coun-
tries and companies. So, 189 citizens were transported from the Czech Republic, organized by a 
Czech company where most of our citizens worked, free of charge on humanitarian flights. Also, 
given the significant number of citizens of the Republic of Serbia, employed on overseas ships, 
on which the occurrence of contagious disease COVID-19, at the initiative of company-owners, 
the evacuation of the mentioned category was realized of our citizens from San Francisco (17 
people), from Los Angeles (134 people), from France (27 people), Japan (7 people) and Australia 
(22 people). Another number of similar evacuations of our citizens from the USA is in the process 
of realization (May 7/8, Miami - 54 people), Greece (May 7/8, Athens - about 30 people), France, 
Germany, and depending on the place of disembarkation of our citizens and the organization of 
their repatriation to the country.

 On a commercial basis, the transportation of 17 of our citizens from India (Bangalore) was also 
organized by Italy. Serbian citizens were transported to Serbia by the flight of the Government of 
Montenegro. While from Germany 367 Serbian citizens were transported by Sun Express flights 
on April 1, on April 6 and 17 from Tel Aviv (Israel), also on a commercial flight, on April 1, 34 cit-
izens of Serbia were transported. It was similar from Saudi Arabia on April 13 (transportation of 
employees provided by the company - a total of 52 people), Switzerland, and April 4, when 210 
Serbian citizens were transported to Serbia by the Swiss airline, while the flight of Turkish Airlines 
on April 22 transported 40 citizens of Serbia from Istanbul. In this way, a total of 1,096 citizens of 
Serbia were transported.

 Through the EU civil protection mechanism for the return of its citizens, Serbia evacuated 43 cit-
izens Serbia and from the farthest destinations - Peru (12), Australia (2), Wuhan / China (4), Can-
cun / Mexico (1), Cambodia (1), Chile (3), Cuba (2), Nepal (1), Japan (1), Costa Rica (2), Guatemala 

between Belgrade and Pristina, there will be a period of intensive events, which will significantly 
affect the fulfillment of the transitional measures of the negotiating chapter 35. 
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(1), Thailand (8), Laos (2) and Maldives (3). By the way of this EU mechanism, Austria transported 
14 Serbian citizens from Peru and Australia (for a fee), France transported 4 of our citizens from 
Wuhan (China), Germany transported a total of 21 of our citizens from Mexico, Cambodia, Chile, 
Cuba, Nepal, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Thailand, and Laos, while Italy transported 4 Serbian citizens 
from Japan (1) and the Maldives (3). Besides, Hungary transported 5 of our citizens from Morocco 
on a humanitarian flight with Wizz Air.

2) Road evacuations

 In the same period, in parallel with the organization of humanitarian flights, the return of our 
citizens from abroad was also organized by private motor vehicles and, in several cases, by buses.

 In this way, by May 6, 2020, a total of 7,526 people were evacuated to the Republic of Serbia - 
mostly from Slovenia (1,619), Austria (1,228), Croatia (816), Germany (566), Montenegro (433), 
Switzerland 420), Hungary (379), Italy (339), Bosnia and Herzegovina (209), Slovakia (174), Roma-
nia (139), etc.

 Also, in this way, through road border crossings, a significant number of persons were evacuated. 
Flights of foreign companies managed to transfer to airports in neighboring countries (most often 
Budapest, Sofia, and Bucharest). Competent diplomatic and consular missions in these countries, 
with full coordination with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, organized the reception of our citizens 
and further transportation to the border with the Republic of Serbia. In many cases, this also 
meant providing a certain amount of water and food, as well as payment of local transport costs 
from the airport to the border crossings with the Republic of Serbia for the most endangered cat-
egories (minors, pregnant women, chronically ill, etc.).

 In cooperation with the transport company “Lasta”, several off-line means of transport of our cit-
izens were organized - Bucharest-Belgrade, Budapest-Belgrade, Rome-Belgrade, Milan-Belgrade, 
as well as several tours from the border crossings of the Republic of Serbia (Horgos, Gradina, 
Batrovci) to Belgrade. With the transport company “Lasta”, within of the general arrangement 
that the Government of the Republic of Serbia had, the transportation of our people was also or-
ganized within the Republic of Serbia - especially in cases when the incoming humanitarian flight 
landed during the curfew.

 Also, with the help of other companies, the transport of our citizens from Switzerland was orga-
nized (on three occasions, two buses - a total of six buses with about 260 people), from Germany 
(on two occasions five buses - from Dusseldorf (1) and Stuttgart (4), a total of about 250 people), 
from Austria (one bus each from Vienna and Salzburg - about 120 people), where the costs were 
partially borne by our citizens, while the part was subsidized with funds from the budget of the 
Republic of Serbia. Was cases and where bus transportation is provided through a donation, such 
as free parking of vehicles on the disposal by transport companies.
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